International TaeKwon-Do I.T.F Stage

Benalmadena 2006
The
Sport
Club
Taekwon-Do
Benalmadena and the Andalusia F.I.T.E
delegation, organized the first international
Stage in the facilities of the Sports Hall of
Arroyo de la Miel – Benalmádena, Malaga
city.
This event was dictated by Master
Antonio Troiano VII Dan (Italy), Mr. Carlos
Martin Requejo V Dan (President of the
International
TaeKwon-Do
Federation
Spain) and Mr. Maurizio Troiano IV Dan
(Italy) as assistant. The national Spanish
trainer Mr. Antonio Blanco IV Dan, and the
International Instructor Mr. Gaston Caseros
participated in the event too.

Left to Right - Mr. Carlos Martín, Master Troyano, Mr.
Maximiliano Montiel y Mr. Maurizio Troyano

The Stage was divided in morning and afternoon sessions. Saturday morning was dedicated
to perform the patterns and the different methods for their execution; and in the afternoon
different sparring techniques, working attacks and counterattacks, where the participants could
value the experience of the instructors. Sunday morning was used to conclude with the work
initiated previous day, ending the session with application exercises to the focus gloves.

It is necessary to highlight the hot greeting of the parents of the kids, who
friendship dinner to the Masters, making them feel like at home.

offered a

Once finished the Stage, the visit of the Councilman of Sports of Benalmadena Mr. Manuel
Castro Ruiz, and the General Manager of the Sports Hall Mr. Juan Correal manifested their
gratitude to choose Benalmádena for the organization of this outstanding event. The
authorities also wanted to entertain the Instructors with a dinner in the Nautical Club, located
in the heart of the Sportive Port of Benalmadena (Puerto Marina), closing the night an
impressive unfolding of artificial fires, commemorative to the party of the Carmen's Virgin.

In this way, this great seminar was closed, leaving a great mouth flavor, wanting that this
type of events will put in the national Taekwon-Do calendar, and continue enlarging the great
TaeKwon-Do family in Spain.
Dpto Prensa C.D.TKD Benalmadena.

